Sports in
Talavera
de la Reina
quality starts here.
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1.
Talavera de la Reina,
home to sport champions
Talavera de la Reina is the perfect place for talent to bloom based on passion, support and
vocation. It represents great values present in culture and sport, such as solidarity, coexistence,
effort, equality or perseverance.
Therefore, Talavera de la Reina is the ideal setting for sports, and this can be seen in our Olympic
medalists, the pride of a city which is linked to tradition and is home to real champions.
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Sandra Sánchez

Gold medal in Karate at the 2020 Tokyo
Olympic Games. This athlete born and raised in
Talavera played her best kata, although many
told her she was past the age to represent Spain
at the Olympic Games marked by Covid-19. But
if there is a quality that best describes Sandra
is tenacity. This determination and resolve, in
addition to her undoubted effort, have turned
her into the first Olympic champion in the history
of Karate for kata modality.
Sanchez, who is already considered the best
karate athlete in history, after five years in a row
at the top of the world ranking, knows what it

means to work hard in order to be the best in
what she does. Proof of this is that she had to
wait until she was 32 to win an international
medal, and since then she hasn’t stopped (she
has won 56 medals in a row). She has won
the National Sports Award and Gold Medal in
Castilla-La Mancha.
In 2018 she was named Talavera de la Reina’s
beloved daughter and two years later she entered
the Guinness Book of Records as the karate athlete
with more medals in the world.
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Paco Cubelos

Olympic Canoeist and K4 1.000 meters European
champion in 2017.
In the past Olympic Games in Tokyo he achieved
his best mark by ending in the sixth position in K2
1000 meters with his partner Íñigo Peña. Roots
and tradition could be the words that best define
his trajectory, since his brothers have also been
European champions in this sport and his family is
closely linked to the Talavera Talak Club. However,
his trajectory has not been easy and over the years
he has had to deal with various situations.
Despite everything, he counts with three medals in
the World Canoeing Championship and five others
– one gold – in the European Championship.
Water is the perfect habitat for this young man,
who began to stand out in his sport at a very
early age. With only 12 years old, he won his
first Spanish Cup, and at 14 he won the bronze
medal at the World Marathon Championship in K2
modality, where he competed along his brother.
Then other triumphs came, such as the World and
European Junior Championship in K1 1000-meter
modality, until they won their first Olympic diploma
in London 2012.
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Fernando Alarza
Olympic triathlete and medalist at a European
and global level. Vocation and effort have been
guiding his career.
He started in this sport when he was 16, since he
would lose himself in two of his great passions:
swimming and athletics. Little by little, with lots
of discipline and training, he achieved Europeanlevel victories in basic categories until got to the
top worldwide. In 2016, he managed to end
third in the Triathlon World Championship and
two years later he was second in the Triathlon
European Championship.

However, the road has not been easy, but
enthusiasm and eagerness have helped him
to overcome adversities. This is why today he
is considered one of the best triathletes in the
world, evidenced by his numerous victories in
different international competitions.
In Tokyo 2020, he ended in an extraordinary
twelfth place in a very demanding race where
high temperatures and humidity were very
present. There is still a lot ahead, and Paris 2024
is already ringing in his head to bring another
medal to Talavera de la Reina.
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But these are not the only
ambassadors we have in Talavera
Other great names in sports make us proud as well.

Adam Trenado
BOXING

Alba Fernández, Óscar Lencero,
Samuel Serrano y Eloy Serrano
ATHLETICS

Aiby Iniesto, Carla Gómez, Ángel
Batres, Leire Cedenilla, Zaira
Vargas y Alejandro Alcojor
BMX

Alejandro Manzana, Víctor
Cuerva y Raúl Cuerva
KARATE

Ana Moreno y
Mercedes Moreno
ORIENTATION

Beatriz Burcio, Oceane
Harmony, Lucas Muñoz
y Marcos Muñoz
CANOEING

Blanca Díaz, Marta Martín
y Jaime Ramírez
SWIMMING

Darío Veiga del Trigo
TENNIS

Isabel Rico
RUGBY

Leyre Mellado, Raúl Fresneda,
Ruth de los Reyes y Zaira Gómez
RHYTHMIC GYMNASTICS

David Arroyo
CYCLING

Álvaro Bautista
Josué Sánchez
MOTORCYCLING

Luca Pérez
BTT

They are all part of the city’s history, with their
triumphs and their name that sounds proudly
wherever they compete.

That’s why being proud in a city like Talavera
is an easy task.
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Success, better in team
Highlighting the work of these champions is
simple, but clubs in Talavera don’t stay behind.

helping society’s cohesion. Because the land
where success blooms is nothing without its seed.

It is precisely these teams that promote basic
sport and instill essential values in of all ages,

This can be seen in every sports club in Talavera:

Talavera de la Reina Chess CD (chess)
Talaveran Athletic Sports Union and CD 26 Millas Matical (athletics)
City of Ceramics and Cerro Negro Team (autocross)
Bádminton Talavera (bádminton)
Friends of Talavera Basketball and CD Talavera Basket (basketball)
CSports Club BMX El Casar and BMX Talavera and BMX Los Pinos (BMX)
Cyclist Club Talavera ‘Joaquin Polo’ (cycling)
Moto Club Talavera (motocross)
CD Sukui (judo)
Karate Aerogym 2000 (karate)
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C.F. Talavera de la Reina (soccer)
F.S. Talavera (indoor football)
Formación Deportiva, Elite Talavera, EFB Ciudad de Talavera, E.F. Sponsorship, CD
Ebora Formación Levante and CD El Parque (soccer and indoor soccer)
Tritones Talavera, Natación Aquis, Atandi y Asprodeta (swimming)
Talavera Training (swimming, cycling, athletics and triathlon)
Talavera Patina (skating, hockey and rollerdance)
Petanca Parque Reyes Católicos and Petanca Santa María (boules)
Canoeing Talavera Talak (canoeing)
Expresión Rítmica Talavera (rhythmic gymnastics)
Talavera Rugby Club (rugby)
Tennis Ciudad de la Cerámica, Technical School for Tenis and Padel Talavera,
Sports Club Academia de Tenis Moreno and Fair Play Élite (tennis)
Tenis de Mesa Talavera (table tennis)
Club Pádel and Tenis Vitasport (tennis and padel)
Archery Future (archery)
Tritalavera Triatlón (triathlon)
Voleibol Ciudad de la Cerámica (volleyball)
Waterpolo Poseidón Talavera (waterpolo)
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2.
Sports facilities
Talavera de la Reina has the best and most
impressive sports facilities. Constantly evolving
infrastructures that allow clubs and athletes
to train and practice a large number of sports,
restating the city’s role as an ally of sport.
In addition, these facilities are capable of hosting
high-level sport events, attracting tourism and
driving economy and employment in the city, while

transmitting the values to be passed on to the
citizens through sport, such as passion, sacrifice
and effort.
So, since we already have the soil and the seeds,
let’s talk about what makes it easier to achieve
success:

its facilities.

José Angel de Jesus Encinas
Sports Complex (JAJE)
The perfect setting to practice sports, such as indoor football, basketball, badminton, table tennis and
judo. It also has a heated swimming pool, gym, BMX track and archery gallery, so that every citizen and
athlete can find their place.

It is the seat of the Sports Council.
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1st of May sports centre
With a sports area and a fitness room, as well as offices for clubs. It is equipped for indoor football and
rhythmic gymnastics.

Puerta de Cuartos Sports Centre
Basketball is practiced on the court, while the bulder rock track is perfect for rock climbing.

Roberto Molina Sports Centre
Here our footballers train and win trophies.
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Swimming pools
To practice swimming, water polo and triathlon, either during winter
with heated pools, or during the summer. They can be found at JAJE, El
Prado, Patrocinio, Barrio de Santa Maria, La Alameda and La Piedad.

Natural and artificial
turf soccer fields
Talavera de la Reina is not just the best location, but it also has the best football fields: Diego Mateo
Zarra, Pablo Mela, University Campus Talavera, Jesus Fraile and Municipal field El Prado, where volleyball
is also performed.

Tennis and paddle courts
They are located in the El Prado (exclusively for tennis) and the Ciudad Deportiva (Sports City).
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Athletics track
Equipped with all the necessary elements to practice athletics (tracks, moats, high-rise mattresses, etc.)
and a rugby field within.
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Facilities that bring Talavera to an
international level
Cerro Negro
Autocross Track
The municipal Cerro Negro Autocross Track, on the
outskirts of our city, is approximately 1,100 meters
long, and has the honor to be one of the tracks that
hosts World Motocross Championships. Thus, not
only our ambassadors are known worldwide, but
also the places where they are made.
The track consists of six turns to the right and seven
to the left.
And not only do athletes and racers enjoy it, but
there is a recreational area you can spend a day
in, away from the city, and enjoying a pleasant
experience.

Talavera-Talak Canoeing
The master is born, but it needs the best facilities
to develop. And what better to do so than in your
city. Paco Cubelos, along his brother Rodrigo, was
forged in Talavera-Talak canoeing club.
Without doubt, sport is an enticement for this city,
whose name was taken to the London Olympic
Finals and the Tokyo Olympic Games by Paco
Cubelos.
The citizens of Talavera, and everyone else, are
fortunate to practice this sport, that has brought
the city so many joys, in a fully equipped facility,

both in the technical and sporting aspects, and
recently refurbished.
Specifically, in the past year, a new building has
been built to house the key element of this sport:
the canoes. The entrance door was also repaired to
make it more secure.
This commitment of Talavera’s government to sport,
success and passion speaks of secure facilities for
canoeist, so that the name Talavera travels across
the world.
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3.
Prepared environment
Talavera, the perfect setting to achieve success
in sports, with blooming talent around every
corner of the city. This is possible thanks to
spaces that are ready to support many outdoor
sports and activities that allow its inhabitants to
remain active without exceeding their budgets.
This, without doubt, turns Talavera into the
perfect setting to settle in. Its standard of living,
the size of the city, the corporate fabric and the
natural environment which is perfect for physical
activity depict a place to stay and grow old in.
There are many places ready to practice sports.
Its bike path, with more than 10 kilometers,
serves both athletes and those who move around
the city in a green way.
This path means a safe perimeter for cyclists,
that don’t have to ride among vehicles any more
or get off the bike to cross from one point to
another.
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The bike path is, without doubt, a way of giving
a voice to those who choose to cycle as a means
of transport.
Talavera also has a skatepark ready to carry out
skating tricks, because, everyone should have
their space. This skatepark has different heights
quarters over low inclined planes, and a flat floor
with a box and a rail. This makes it a suitable
skatepark for all levels.
The skatepark, with different ramps and other
training equipment, is not only the setting
for skateboarding. Skaters with skateboards,
scooters or roller-skates find their place here.
Therefore, the municipal government’s commitment
to sports facilities for the development and
promotion of sport turns Talavera into a sustainable
and healthy city. A city that promotes physical
activity and sport as the basis of health, providing
the facilities and the setting for any citizen who
wants to lead an enviable life.
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4.

Spaces related
to sport
Talavera can talk about industrial fabric, urban
quality, renowned athletes, ceramics and about
being settled in a natural spot that makes it
unique.

strategic crossroads between the two Iberian
countries, but it also places the city in an idyllic
spot to practice outdoor sports and enjoy nature
and fauna.

Its perfect location, on the Atlantic axis between
Madrid and Lisbon, not only turns it into a

In the heart of the Tagus Valley, in this city nature
becomes the main character.

Inside Talavera
Therefore, Talavera de la Reina means privilege:
a few steps away from the city, we find Gredos
mountain range, that together with its famous
parks and gardens, make this city one of the
greenest cities in the region.
Among these green areas we find the Prado
Historical Gardens, Sifones Park and Alameda
Park. The latter one, with many lakes and bridges
decorated with the famous Talavera ceramic
motifs, reaches an international sphere: the
making process of the ceramics was declared
Intangible Cultural Heritage by UNESCO. Talavera
scores again.

Knowing this, who would not lose himself in the
green Talavera? There is still more. Many more
incredible places await to be discovered by you.
The Portiña Reservoir in the Berrocal low
mountain range. An exceptional natural and
cultural landscape, a site created by millenium old
erosions. But this is only the northern part.
To the south, nature gave us the perfect natural
picture: The river ravine along the Tagus River. Its
fauna and flora invite you to get lost, discover and
contemplate in awe vertical walls that are part of
the Natura 2000 Network.
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But it’s no use explaining the beauty of the
surroundings of Talavera. It must be experienced.
That is why the highest bridge in Spain - CastillaLa Mancha bridge, which is located in the city, will
be a privileged viewpoint above the Tagus river.
But when nature set out to share beauty, it did not
end here.
The Prado Historical Gardens, which was
awarded a special heritage protection category
in 2019 - BIC, are located in the city’s core and
offer visitors somewhere to disconnect from daily
stress, combining leisure and culture, since it also
hosts Talavera’s Book Fair, among other cultural
events.
It is therefore one of the most important urban
parks in Castilla-La Mancha. Besides its singular
beauty and historical purpose - it leads the way

to the temple where the city’s patron saint sits, it
houses species that find a perfect home among
its centuries-old trees.
Thus, Talavera’s dwellers have found throughout
history in these gardens the place that leads the
way to its patron saint - the Virgin of El Prado,
housed in a temple that is known to be the Sistine
Chapel of ceramics: The Basilica of Our Lady of El
Prado.
Therefore, in Talavera, culture, sport and nature
always go hand in hand.
And this title of being one the greenest cities,
doesn’t come in vain. We must also mention the
Sifones Park. A place where you can walk, rest, play
sports and breathe a really fresh and clean air. And
if not, let the peculiar trees that live in this park talk.

Where the city
finds shelter
The strategic location of the city places her in a
privileged place to enjoy the beauty of nature:
Gredos Mountain Range, Montes de Toledo, the
river Tietar Valley and San Vicente mountains.
Natural sites for tourists to discover. Not only
do they shelter the city, but they make the air
we breathe cleaner, lighter and abundant, so
practicing any outdoor sport is an utter joy.
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Gredos Mountain
range
Located in the south of the province of Avila,
it is a spectacular area formed by a series of
lagoons, gorges, and vegetation. This wonderful
creation of nature is the one that gives shelter to
the Hispanic goat.
But not only is its mountainous relief impressive,
from a biological point of view, Gredos is one of
the most interesting areas in the continent.
Nature gave this unique setting to Avila, and
Talavera has the privilege to be just a few steps
away. So how wouldn’t talent bloom in such a
land?
This place is interesting from a geological,
biological and geomorphological point of view,
but also, as far as sport is concerned, these
environments coexist with an endless number of
outdoor sports: different types of rock climbing,
paragliding, skiing, archery, rappelling, canyon
descent, rafting, canoeing, mountain biking,
hiking and a long list of others.
But it also allows you to get lost, to find yourself,
to be at peace with nature, because in Gredos
everything is possible.
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Tietar Valley
And the trip to Gredos doesn’t end here. The
region of the Tietar Valley, known as the
Andalucia of Avila, is an area located in the
middle of Gredos Mountain range with mild
temperatures.

The main protagonists of this valley are the
hiking routes through steep gorges, which offer
unique panoramic views, given the vegetation,
the peaks and the landscape that can be seen,
sometimes above the clouds.

It is surrounded, to the north, by this mountain
range, which protects the valley from the cold,
enabling many species to bloom.

Montes de Toledo
Not only are we talking about one of the most
remarkable mountain ranges in the peninsula,
that shelters the city of Talavera.

iron, leather and wood crafts, as well as being
one of the main wine, oil and honey productive
areas.

It is a place where both nature lovers and those
who live from natural and rural areas will enjoy.

And if you’re wondering what it is that makes
this place unique, you must also know that it is
the perfect dwelling place, that meets all the
requirements, for the Iberian lynx and imperial
eagles, both endangered species.

These mountains offer a wide range of activities
within its active tourism plan. This is also an
important place for mining activities, and clay,
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San Vicente Mountains
This region is part of the ancient land of
Talavera and it should be visited by those who
travel the most singular places in Spain. It is
a set of mountains belonging to the Central
System of the Iberian Peninsula.

Vegetation, fauna, tradition, history and even
megalithic monuments can be found here,
suitable for curious travellers.
Another quality trait the city offers.

Talavera means
quality
So, with all of this, how is Talavera not going
to be a place where sport thrives? Isn’t it the
perfect place for constancy, pride and success
to grow?
Nature played its part in this strategic hub where
industries, culture, tradition and human quality
meet. So, the city wants to give back what it
possesses: quality. Quality by engaging with its
athletes, with its people, with the entrepreneurs

who see in Talavera a place where they can
settle and grow, with those who come and stay,
with those who find joy in its traditions, and with
those who come back proud to belong in a city
that once gave them all it had.
So, when you’re asked why one must settle in
Talavera, name only one of these reasons. One
will be enough to understand why it is the perfect
city to live in.
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